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The elegant city of Rzeszow is both old and young, at once a historically
important regional centre and a vibrant student town. Today a progressive
economic, academic and cultural hub of southeastern Poland, it was long
considered no more than a transport hub and obligatory stopover, but visitors
are opening their eyes and without exception letting themselves be surprised by
the city's allure, with fine museums, a lovely old quarter, affordable shopping
and cosmopolitan vibes wrapped in small town charm.
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THE CITY
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Standing astride the river Wislok and tucked 

among the Carpathian mountain range, the city

of Rzeszów divides into two completely distinct

areas.

On the one hand there is the Strodmiescie 

district, the old part of the city, which abounds

with history and tradition, while the surrounding

new city stands as a testament to the city’s rapid

expansion during the 1950’s and 1960’s.

The surrounding new town is home to many of 

the city’s administrative and commercial

buildings, as well as the universities that house

the 50,000 students that help to create such a

youthful and modern vibe to this historic city.

DO & SEE
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The close proximity to the Carpathian mountain 

range grants a rare beauty to the area, and there

are many outdoor activities to explore. But you

cannot neglect the charming Old Town and the

vibrancy of this city. Admire historical

landmarks, like the Lubomirski Palace, the two

synagogues and the stunning market square, or

visit some of the city's ne museums.

The Market Square

The Market Square is

truly a feast of 16th-20th

century architecture,

surrounded by the oldest

parts of the city. Here you

can nd the particularly

striking Town Hall and an old well. It is the 

beating heart of the city, hosting, among other

things, regular markets and events.
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Address: Stary Rynek, Rzeszów

The Rzeszów Cellars

These cellars make up a

vast underground

network of vaults that run

under the main square

and date from the

15th-20th centuries. You
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can take a tour of the underground corridors and

vaults and hear more about the fascinating

history that formed the city we see today.
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Address: ul. Rynek 12, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Tue-Fri 10am-6pm, Sat-Sun 11am-5pm

Phone: +48 178754774

Internet: www.trasa-podziemna.erzeszow.pl

Email: rzeszowskiepiwnice@gmail.com

The Ethnographic Museum of Rzeszow

The Ethnographic

Museum of Rzeszow has a

fascinating display of

traditional folk costumes

and assorted cultural

artifacts such as

embroidery, clothes and folk art. The archive 

contains interviews with old inhabitants of

villages, recordings, drawings and photographs.
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Address: ul. Rynek 6, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Tue-Thu, Sun 9am-3pm, Fri 9am-5:30pm

Phone: +48 178 620 217

Internet: www.muzeum.rzeszow.pl

Email: etnograa@muzeum.rzeszow.pl

The Lubomirski Castle

Built in the 16th century,

this old castle is truly

impressive. The

Lubomirski Castle has a

courtyard in the centre

and is surrounded by a

stone bastion ve metres high. The gate tower, 

with its six stories, reaches 55 metres and

watches over the city.
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Address: Plac Śreniawitów 3, Rzeszów

The Piarist Monastery
The Piarist Monastery

was founded by the

Lubomirski family in 1642

and now houses the

Regional Museum and a

college. Inside you will

can nd remnants of the beautiful Rococo style, 

as well as several fascinating exhibits of the

interdepartmental museum.
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Address: 3-go Maja 20, Rzeszów

Internet: www.muzeum.rzeszow.pl

The Bernardine Church and Monastery

The Bernardine

Monastery Defence

Complex is a famous

place of pilgrimage and

holds a priceless

collection of sacral art.

When here you should take notice of the 

sumptuous interior and the 15th century statue

of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
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Address: ul. Sokoła 8, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 178 520 952

Two Synagogues

The two 16th & 17th

century synagogues bear

testament to Rzeszów’s

once thriving Jewish

community. The Old

Synagogue is located on

ul. Boznica 4 and the new one, separated from 

the old one by two buildings, is currently an art

gallery.
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Address: ul. Boznica 4, Rzeszów
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Łańcut Castle

The Castle In Łańcut, just

a short distance away

from Rzeszow, is one of

the nest aristocratic

palaces in Poland, built

by the Lubomirski clan

between 1629 and 1642. The inside of the castle 

is extraordinary and the surroundings are green

and picturesque.
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Address: ul. Zamkowa 1, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 172 252 008

Internet: www.zamek-lancut.pl

Email: muzeum@zamek-lancut.pl

The Bieszczady National Park

Explore the breathtaking

scenery of the Bieszczady

National Park, the third

largest National Park in

Poland, bordering

Ukraine and Slovakia. It

covers an area of 292 square kilometres and is 

the highest part of the Bieszczady Mountains.

The park is also part of the UNESCO East

Carpathian Biosphere Reserve and contains

abundant wildlife such as bears, eagles, wolves,

owls, lynx and beavers.
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Address: Bieszczady National Park, Rzeszów

Ul. 3 Maja

Ul. 3 Maja is Rzeszow’s

main street that has

shaped the city centre for

several years. Here, right

in the middle of the city,

you can nd numerous

shops, restaurants and hotels among the old 

beautiful houses and buildings.
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Address: ul. 3 Maja, Rzeszow

Museum of Folk Architecture

Museum of Folk

Architecture (Muzeum

Budownictwa Ludowego),

in Sanok, to the south of

Rzeszow is a popular

open-air museum

depicting the heritage of folk architectural in the

region. You can walk around in the replica

village among old buildings and really feel the

spirit of another time.
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Address: ul. Traugutta 3, Sanok

Phone: +48 134 630 904

Internet: www.skansen.sanok.pl

Maska Theatre

Maska Theatre is a

professional puppet

theatre located in the

centre of in Rzeszów.

Here you can watch

dierent performances

that are not only suitable for children, but also 

for teenagers and adults.
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Address: ul. Mickiewicza 13, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 17 862 68 08

Internet: www.teatrmaska.pl

Email: teatrmaska@teatrmaska.pl
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The Fara Church
As the oldest church in

Rzeszów, The Fara

Church used to be a part

of the city’s defence

system and was originally

surrounded by walls. The

church was reconstructed in the 18th century 

and can today be found in the centre of the city.
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Address: Square Farny 5, Rzeszów

DINING
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Due to its geographical position, Polish cuisine 

has absorbed the inuences of the cultures and

countries surrounding it and transformed them

into distinctive national avours. The cold winter

climate has also played its part, creating a menu

that is hearty and lling. The typical Polish diet

therefore consists of thick soups such as Zurek

and Bigos, a sauerkraut-based stew. A

combination of meat is a particular favourite and

is usually accompanied by the other staples of

Polish cuisine like root vegetables, bread or

dumplings.

Weranda
Weranda boasts a

beautiful outdoor veranda

and terrace during the

hot summer days, but

during the colder times of

the year, the dimly lit and

intimate decoration and vibe inside are lovely. It 

is a popular place at any hour of the day, for a

tasty lunch, an afternoon coee, or late night

drinks. The thin crust pizza comes highly

recommended.
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Address: 3 Maja 10, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Daily 8am-12am

Phone: +48 515 575 212

Bohema

With a warm and rustic

interior, Bohema takes

pride in combining Polish

and regional food with

excellent service and

genuine Polish

hospitality. After dinner you can stay for some 

dancing until midnight.
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Address: ul. Okrzei 7, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Daily 12pm-closing

Phone: +48 178 537 032

Internet: www.bohema.com.pl

Email: biuro@bohema.com.pl

Restauracja Polonez

At Restauracja Polonez

you can choose between

dishes from traditional

Polish cuisine

accompanied by live

music and dancing. The

restaurant is situated inside an old mansion and 
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the interior design is a treat in itself.
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Address: ul. Graniczna 21, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 178 657 272

Internet: www.polonez.rzeszow.pl

Email: restauracja@polonez.rzeszow.pl

Saigon

This is a restaurant with

an extensive menu

containing all sorts of

Oriental dishes. You can

choose between eating in

the restaurant, taking the

food with you or getting the food delivered to 

your house. The prices are reasonable and the

food is fresh and hot.
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Address: ul. Jana III Sobieskiego 14, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 178 533 593

Internet: www.saigon.rzeszow.pl

Email: restauracja@saigon.rzeszow.pl

Muza Kawiarnia Teatralna

Muza Kawiarnia

Teatralna is an arty café

and restaurant with

outdoor seating that

serves excellent coee

and pastries. The café is

located on the bottom oor in the theatre and 

has three separate, dierently decorated rooms.
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Address: ul. M. Sokoła 7, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Daily 11am-11pm

Phone: +48 178 535 907

Email: lukaszbac@go2.pl

Grzesznicy
Claimed to be one of the

best restaurants in

Rzeszów, Grzesznicy

oers its guests culinary

dishes in an exuberantly

stylish interior. It is as

much a lounge-bar as it is a restaurant, 

gathering large chic crowds after dark for

cocktails and mingling.
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Address: ul. 3-go Maja 7, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Daily 9am-2am

Phone: +48 178 520 666

Internet: www.grzesznicy.eu

Grota

At the popular restaurant

and pub Grota you will

nd pizza, pizza and more

pizza. If you do not like

pizza, of course there are

more dishes to choose

from like grilled meats and salads, as well as 

some delicious soup options.
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Address: ul. 3 Maja 3, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Daily 11am-12am

Phone: +48 178 532 006

Internet: www.grota-restaurant.pl

Email: grota_rzeszow@wp.pl

Karczma Waclawowka

Karczma Waclawowka is

located in the south of

Rzeszow. The restaurant

and inn is established in

an old restored house.

Here you can choose from

various traditional dishes like dumplings, sour 

soups, pancakes and much more.
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Address: ul. Strażacka 7, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Daily 9am-8pm

Phone: +48 178 572 030

Internet: www.waclawowka.com

Liszt

Of course there are many

restaurants serving Polish

food in Poland, but if you

want to try some

Hungarian food you

should come to Liszt,

named after the famous Hungarian composer. 

Here you can try traditional Hungarian dishes

and dierent types of wine.
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Address: ul. Szopena 33, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Daily 1pm-10pm

Phone: +48 178 623 430

Internet: www.liszt.pl

Email: liszt@liszt.pl

Dexter

Pizzeria Dexter opened in

1993 and can be found in

the middle of the buzzing

city on ul. 3 Maja 5. At

this busy pizza place you

can choose from a large

selection of pizzas and hot and cold drinks.
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Address: ul. 3 Maja 5, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 178 500 222

Internet: www.dexter.rzeszow.pl

Email: kszura.rz@gmail.com

Restauracja Pod Gołąbkiem
The friendly service, the

warm décor and ne

cuisine are a few things

that guests appreciate

about Restauracja Pod

Gołąbkiem. It is ideally

located near the railway station and has an 

extensive menu that includes Mexican, Spanish

and Italian dishes.
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Address: Pl.Jana Kilinskiego 2, Rzeszow

Opening hours: Mon-Fri 9am-10pm, Sat-Sun 11am-11pm

Phone: +48 531 888 303

Internet: www.pablopicasso.pl

Email: pablo.picasso@vip.onet.pl

Kryjowka

In the heart of Rzeszow

you can nd Kryjowka, a

hidden gem that has

become very popular.

This restaurant serves

delicious traditional

Polish dishes and welcomes you to a warm and 

friendly atmosphere.
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Address: ul. Mickiewicza 19, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 178 532 717

Internet: www.rzeszowskiesmaki.resinet.pl/lokal/restauracje/

kryjowka.html

Restauracja Tartuffo

Food from all over the

world, all gathered in one

kitchen, can be found at

Restauracja Tartuo. At

this restaurant you can

choose between Polish,

French, English and Continental dishes, and 

have a delicious cup of hot coee after your
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meal.
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Address: ul. J.Słowackiego 16, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 530 988 199

Internet: www.restauracja-tartuo.pl

Email: restauracja.tartuo@gmail.com

Smak i Styl

As part of the Best

Western Plus Ferdynand

Hotel, conveniently

located just across from

the central train station,

Smak i Styl is a fancy,

upscale restaurant, serving some of the best ne 

ning in the city. Just next door, also part of the

hotel, is the Best Cafe, a simple but delicious

coee house.
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Address: Ul. Grottgera 28, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Restaurant: Mon-Fri 12pm-11pm. Café:

Mon-Fri 8am-8pm, Sat-Sun 10am-7pm

Phone: +48 885 500 190

Internet: www.smakistyl.com

Email: alicja@smakistyl.com

CAFES

Seregam / Shutterstock.com

Visitors coming to the city will undoubtedly be 

drawn to the Old Town, with its market squares

and cobbled streets. This is the site of many of

Rzeszów’s historical attractions and a thriving

café and nightlife scene. Be sure to try some

creamy homemade Polish pastries with a hot

coee while lounging in a downtown cafe.

Powoli Cafe

Powoli Cafe really cares

about the food they make,

using only free-range

eggs, real butter, and

grain and produce from

local farmers, oering

healthy regional products. They also boast an 

impressive selection of local and imported wines,

which can be enjoyed in the simple interior, full

of furniture and decor items made by Polish

designers and companies.
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Address: Mickiewicza 4, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Tue-Sat 10am-10pm, Sun-Mon 10am-8pm

Phone: +48 608 772 400

Email: cafe.powoli@gmail.com

Weranda

Weranda boasts a

beautiful outdoor veranda

and terrace during the

hot summer days, but

during the colder times of

the year, the dimly lit and

intimate decoration and vibe inside are lovely. It 

is a popular place at any hour of the day, for a

tasty lunch, an afternoon coee, or late night

drinks. The thin crust pizza comes highly

recommended.
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Address: 3 Maja 10, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Daily 8am-12am

Phone: +48 515 575 212
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Cafe Mini
Cafe Mini is a lovely

patisserie and cafe that

specialises in decadent

cakes and desserts, as

well as oering excellent

fruit smoothies,

milkshakes and ice cream.Small and simple 

meals, such as sandwiches and omelettes, are

also available.
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Address: Mikołaja Kopernika 3A, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Daily 7am-10pm

Phone: +48 17 852 90 03

Email: biuro.cafemini@gmail.com

Muza Kawiarnia Teatralna

Muza Kawiarnia

Teatralna is an arty café

and restaurant with

outdoor seating that

serves excellent coee

and pastries. The café is

located on the bottom oor in the theatre and 

has three separate, dierently decorated rooms.
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Address: ul. M. Sokoła 7, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Daily 11am-11pm

Phone: +48 178 535 907

Email: lukaszbac@go2.pl

Niebieskie Migdaly

If you feel like some ice

cream or coee, or even a

sandwich, soup or

heartier snack after a day

of touring you can stop by

Niebieskie Migdaly.

Located in the centre of the city, this place is just

perfect for resting tired legs.
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Address: ul. 3 Maja 3, Rzeszow

Phone: +48 730 055 500

Restauracja Tartuffo

Food from all over the

world, all gathered in one

kitchen, can be found at

Restauracja Tartuo. At

this restaurant you can

choose between Polish,

French, English and Continental dishes, and 

have a delicious cup of hot coee after your

meal.

Photo: svry / Shutterstock.com

Address: ul. J.Słowackiego 16, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 530 988 199

Internet: www.restauracja-tartuo.pl

Email: restauracja.tartuo@gmail.com

Estrada Caffé

Estrada Caé oers

magnicent coee in a

tranquil and unique

atmosphere. This café is

located in the city centre

of Rzeszów and is perfect

for resting your legs after a long day’s touring.

Photo: YaiSirichai / Shutterstock.com

Address: Rynek 26, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Mon-Thu 10am-10pm, Fri-Sat 10am-12am,

Sun 2pm-10pm

Phone: +48 17 875 47 73

Email: estradacae@gmail.com
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Cornelli Kawiarnia & Cukiernia
Cornelli Kawiarnia &

Cukiernia is located in

the shopping mall Nowy

Swiat that is located in

the north west of

Rzeszów. This café is a

local favourite for its great selection of cakes, 

desserts, muins and coee.
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Address: ul. Krakowska 20, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Mon-Sat 9am-9pm, Sun 10am-7pm

Phone: +48 178 630 613

Internet: www.cornelli.pl

Email: cornelli@cornelli.pl

Bistro & Cafe Spring

Ideally located at the

railway station, this café

is great for everyone

looking for an aordable

meal on the go. Bistro &

Cafe Spring serves up

light meals like salads and sandwiches as well as

cakes and drinks.
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Address: Plac Dworcowy 1, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Mon-Fri 7:30am-8pm, Sat-Sun 9am-8pm

Phone: +48 880 021 699

Internet: www.bistrocafe.rzeszow.pl

Email: bistrocafe.rzeszow@gmail.com

Smak i Styl

As part of the Best

Western Plus Ferdynand

Hotel, conveniently

located just across from

the central train station,

Smak i Styl is a fancy,

upscale restaurant, serving some of the best ne 

ning in the city. Just next door, also part of the

hotel, is the Best Cafe, a simple but delicious

coee house.
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Address: Ul. Grottgera 28, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Restaurant: Mon-Fri 12pm-11pm. Café:

Mon-Fri 8am-8pm, Sat-Sun 10am-7pm

Phone: +48 885 500 190

Internet: www.smakistyl.com

Email: alicja@smakistyl.com

BARS & NIGHTLIFE

MaxyM / Shutterstock.com

After a day’s sightseeing, why not hit the town 

and join the locals with a shot or two of the local

Wodka? Rzeszow's student population keeps the

city's nightlife active, with lively bars and

nightclubs, laid-back vibes and plenty of

alternative live music. Be sure, also, to try some

local brews.

Weranda

Weranda boasts a

beautiful outdoor veranda

and terrace during the

hot summer days, but

during the colder times of

the year, the dimly lit and

intimate decoration and vibe inside are lovely. It 

is a popular place at any hour of the day, for a

tasty lunch, an afternoon coee, or late night

drinks. The thin crust pizza comes highly

recommended.
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Address: 3 Maja 10, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Daily 8am-12am

Phone: +48 515 575 212

Underground Pub

Underground is the

oldest pub in Rzeszow,

being in existence

continuously for almost

20 years. It is one of the

most alternative places in

town featuring frequent live music, theatre and 

spoken word performances. They also boast a

wide selection of local beer and whiskey.
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Address: ul. Matejki 10, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Daily 5pm-12am

Email: undergroundpub.rzeszow@gmail.com

Stara Drukarnia

The wall behind the bar

at Stara Drukarnia is a

sight to behold,

displaying as it does a

truly bewildering

assortment of beer from

around the world. It is a laid-back place to relax 

and sample a variety of interesting brews while

enjoying occasional live music.

Photo: FlorianKunde / Shutterstock.com

Address: ul. Bożnicza 6, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 790 798 905

Internet: www.stara-drukarnia.beerfy.com

Email: klub.stara.drukarnia@gmail.com

Graciarnia U Plastykow
In the market square you

will nd Graciarnia U

Plastykow, a place with

great drinks, good music

and a gregarious crowd.

Above all, the art is

important here, and the interior design is cool 

and innovative with the piano hovering above the

bar.

Photo: Peter Kim / Shutterstock.com

Address: ul. Rynek 10, Rzeszow

Phone: +48 537 321 140

Internet: www.graty.itl.pl

Klub Akademia

If you want to have a

great time and dance

until morning you should

visit Klub Akademia, one

of the city's premiere

dance venues. At Klub

Akademia you will surely have a good time 

listening to the music pumping until the early

hours.

Photo: Pressmaster / Shutterstock.com

Address: Józefa Piłsudskiego 34, Rzeszów

Internet: www.akademiaklub.pl

Email: piszcie@akademiaklub.pl

Pod Palma

This venue is located in

the south of Rzeszów and

oers a dierent kind of

night out. Here you can

experience live

performances by local

and international rock and metal bands. Coming 

here you can expect cheap drinks and a cool

crowd to rock along with.
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Photo: PopTika / Shutterstock.com

Address: ul. Cicha 2, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 17 872 3952

Internet: www.palma.rzeszow.pl

Email: rzeszow.palma@gmail.com

Grzesznicy

Claimed to be one of the

best restaurants in

Rzeszów, Grzesznicy

oers its guests culinary

dishes in an exuberantly

stylish interior. It is as

much a lounge-bar as it is a restaurant, 

gathering large chic crowds after dark for

cocktails and mingling.

Photo: wrangler / Shutterstock.com

Address: ul. 3-go Maja 7, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Daily 9am-2am

Phone: +48 178 520 666

Internet: www.grzesznicy.eu

Jameson Pub

Jameson Pub is a

fantastic Irish pub where

beer, steak and football

are the winning recipe.

There is a pool table,

darts and other activities,

as well as a great selection of brews and good 

whiskeys. They screen all the important football

matches, as well as other sporting events.

Photo: Khakimullin Aleksandr / Shutterstock.com

Address: Moniuszki 4, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 17 853 40 89

Internet: www.jamesonpub.pl

Email: jamesonpub@op.pl

Lychee Cocktail Bar
Lychee is a fresh cocktail

bar where the bartenders

creates innovative and

delicious drinks,

combining the nest

spirits with fresh juices

and other creative ingredients. They are also 

wine-lovers and music connoisseurs, so evenings

spent at Lychee are never boring.

Photo: Maksim Fesenko / Shutterstock.com

Address: Rynek 19, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Sun-Thu 4pm-2am, Fri-Sat 4pm-4am

Phone: +48 530 867 687

Irish Pub Galway

Irish Pub Galway is

probably one of the best

Irish pubs in the country,

oering a great selection

of beer, Scotch whisky

and bourbon. They

specialise in making wildly popular pizzas (using 

Guiness-based dough), which are something you

surely won't nd anywhere else.

Photo: Slawomir Fajer / Shutterstock.com

Address: 3-go Maja 8, Rzeszow

Opening hours: Daily 7am-3:30am

Phone: +48 17 853 22 77

Email: maciej@rze.pl
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SHOPPING

Rawpixel.com / Shutterstock.com

Whatever your shopping needs are, Rzeszów will 

be able to provide whatever you are looking for.

Here you can nd small boutiques selling Polish

craft items or malls providing the latest high

street fashions. You will be able to stock up on

gifts for family and friends back home and still

have a lot of zloty left in your pocket. Speciality

Polish craft items to look out for include paper

cut-outs, woodcarving, tapestries, embroidery,

pottery, hand painted glassware, wooden boxes

and chests.

Market Square

The market square, which

is the beating heart of the

old quarter, and the

streets leading o it, are

home to numerous small

shops and boutiques

where you can nd a wealth of handcrafted 

items. The pedestrianized streets of ul. 3 Maja,

Kościuszki and Grunwaldzka are particularly

pleasant areas to do some shopping whilst taking

in the grandeur of the 17th century burghers’

houses.

Photo: Andrzej Rostek / Shutterstock.com

Galeria Graffica
With a central location

where the Rzeszowskie

Printing Plant once stood,

Galeria Graica is a

modern and sleek

shopping centre of glass

and granite. With great shopping and a wide 

array of restaurants and cafes, it is an important

meeting place for Rzeszow residents.

Photo: Dragon Images / Shutterstock.com

Address: Plac Pułkownika Leopolda Lisa-Kuli 19, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 17 777 10 00

Internet: www.galeria-graica.pl

Email: info@galeria-rzeszow.pl

Galeria Rzeszow

Another centrally located

and modern shopping

centre, Galeria Rzeszow

oers all the services and

amenities one would

expect, including tons of

shops, including fashion, accessories, home 

ware, electronics and more, as well as places to

eat and relax.

Photo: NeonFor / Shutterstock.com (image cropped)

Address: Pilsudskiego 44, Rzeszow

Opening hours: Mon-Fri 9am-9pm, Sat 10am-9pm, Sun

10am-8pm

Phone: +48 17 777 10 00

Internet: www.galeria-rzeszow.pl

Email: info@galeria-rzeszow.pl

Selectshop

Selectshop is an

alternative fashion

boutique with a

distinctive skater

aesthetic and a young

and hip clientele.

Destination: Rzeszów
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Particularly nice shoes, sweaters, jackets, and 

especially T-shirts ll the racks and keep

customers coming back for more.

Photo: Kiselev Andrey Valerevich / Shutterstock.com

Address: Józefa Piłsudskiego 44, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Mon-Sat 9am-5pm

Phone: +48 17 852 27 03

Internet: www.selectshop.pl

Email: info@selectshop.pl

eCarla

eCarla is a small but

charming jewellery shop

that features elegant

pieces with a lot of

personality. They directly

import jewellery and

fashion items from all over Europe, all pieces 

characterised by their marvelous craftsmanship

and originality.

Photo: Iakov Filimonov / Shutterstock.com

Address: Bernardyńska 8/2, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 603 834 400

Internet: www.ecarla.pl

Email: krosno@ecarla.pl

Millenium Hall

Find more great shopping

opportunities at

Millenium Hall, a large

shopping mall that

showcases all the usual

fashion shops, fast food

restaurants, electronics outlets, and much more.

Photo: gpointstudio / Shutterstock.com

Address: Kopisto 1, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Daily 10am-9pm

Phone: +48 17 770 07 00

Internet: www.milleniumhall.pl

Email: informacja@milleniumhall.pl

CH Nowy Świat
CH Nowy Świat is housed

in an enormous dazzling

building with ashing

lights and neon signs

displaying the selection of

shops that can be found

inside. The open-concept space feels airy and 

breezy, making the walk from store to store feel

less claustrophobic than at other malls.

Photo: wrangler / Shutterstock.com

Address: Krakowska 20, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Mon-Sat 9am-9pm, Sun 10am-7pm

Phone: +48 17 717 90 01

Internet: www.galeria-nowyswiat.pl

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION

Andrzej Rostek / Shutterstock.com

Airport

Rzeszów-Jasionka Airport

(RZE) is located about 10

kilometres from the city

centre. The city's public

transportation system

(run by MPK) has

connections to the airport via bus lines 51 and 

53. The journey takes approximately 30 minutes,

and tickets can be bought directly from the

driver. Taxis are always available in front of the

terminal, and the trip to the city should take

Destination: Rzeszów
Publishing date: 2016-11-29
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about 15-20 minutes.

Photo: Juan Garces

Address: Rzeszów - Jasionka Airport, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 178 520 081 / +48 177 178 611

Internet: www.rzeszowairport.pl

Public transport

The centre of Rzeszow

can easily be explored on

foot. You can also rent a

bike from one of the bike

stands, since the city has

a pretty well developed

bike path system.

There are regular bus services operating to the 

newer part of town and the suburbs. Tickets can

be bought for single use, one hour or a full day at

machines or directly from the driver. Please

note that these are regular fares and that the

buses have specic rules regarding time limit

and bus zones. Line 0 does a loop of the city

passing all the major landmarks. The bus departs

and terminates at the railway station.

Photo: Pierre-Luc Auclair

Phone: +48 178 660 400

Internet: www.mpk.rzeszow.pl

Taxi

Taxis are great

alternatives for short

journeys around town as

they are extremely cheap.

Make sure you choose a

taxi company with a

TAXI-sign, license and registration numbers.

Super Taxi

+48 800 400 400

www.supertaxi9622.pl

Radio taxi

+48 171 91 91

www.taxi19191rzeszow.pl

Post

There are many post

oices throughout the

city. For sending

postcards or letters you

should look for the

“Poczta”. Rzeszów

Regional Post Oice:

Photo: Andy Fuchs

Address: Ul. Asnyka 9, Rzeszów

Phone: +48 178 533 675

Internet: www.rzeszow.poczta-online.com

More Info: Located near the train station

Pharmacy

If you are looking for a

pharmacy in Rzeszow you

should look for the

"Apteka". There are many

pharmacies located

around town. Hipokrates

Apteka:

Photo: Gemma Garner

Address: Adama Asnyka 2, Rzeszów

Opening hours: Mon-Fri 7:30am-7pm, Sat 9am-3pm

Phone: +48 17 853 30 53

Telephone

Country Code: +48 Area

Code: 17

Photo: Jardson Almeida
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Electricity

220 V, 50 Hz European

plug

Photo: Stirling Tschan

Population
187,000

Currency
Polish Zloty (PLN) 1 = 100 groszy

Opening hours
Shops are generally open Mon-Fri 10am-6pm and Sat 
10am-2pm. Supermarkets and shopping malls may stay
open as late as 8pm. Businesses open on Sundays at their
own discretion.

Newspapers
Nowiny
Super Nowości
Dzien Rzeszowa

Emergency numbers
Emergency Number: 112
Ambulance: 999
Fire Brigade: 998
Police: 997

Tourist information
Regional Tourist Information Centre
ul. Asnyka 6, Rzeszow
Open Mon-Fri 9am-6pm, Sat 10am-4pm
+48 178 524 611

Destination: Rzeszów
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3 Maja B2 B3 Jana Styki D2 Piekna C1

8 Marca D2 Jaroslawa Dabrowskiego A4 B3 B4 Plk Lisa-Kuli B3

Adama Mickiewicza C2 Jasna C1 Podwislocze C4

Adama Stanislawa Naruszewicza C2 C3 D3 Juliusza Slowackiego C3 Reformacka B3

Akacjowa A3 Józefa Kustronia D3 Rozana B1

Al Jozefa Pilsudskiego C2 D2 Karowa D4 Rycerska B1 C1

Al Lubomirskich B3 Karpinskiego D1 Rynek C2

Al Lukasza Cieplinskiego B1 B2 Kazimierza Pulaskiego A2 B2 Sienkiewicza C1

Al Pod Kasz B3 Klementyny Homanowej A2 A3 B3 Sniadeckich D2

Al Tadeusza Rejtana D3 D4 Klonowica D1 Sokola B2

Aleksandra Fredry C2 Kolejowa C2 Sportowa A2

Artura Grottgera C2 Kossaków A2 Spytka Ligezy C3 D3

Asnyka C2 Kosynierów C1 D1 Stanislawa Jablonskiego B2 C2

Baldachowka C2 C3 Krakowska A1 A2 Stanislawa Moniuszki B2

Bardowskiego C2 Kraszewskiego B3 Stanislawa Staszica B3 B4

Bernardynska B2 C2 Krzysztofa Kamila Baczynskiego A1 Stanislawa Wyspianskiego A2

Cegielniana D3 Króla Augusta A1 Stefana Batorego C2 D2

Chocimska D1 ks Józefa Jalowego A2 B2 Stefana Czarniecklego B1 B2

Cieplownicza D1 Legionów A2 Stefana Okrzei C2

Dojazd Staroniwa A2 Leszczynskiego C3 Targowa C2

Dolowa D3 Litawora D3 Teola Lenartowicza B3 B4

Elizy Orzeszkowej D2 Lubelska B1 Towarnickiego B2

Fryderyka Szopena B3 C3 Lucjana Siemienskiego C1 D1 Unii Lubelskiej B3

Galezowskiego C2 Lwowska D2 Warszawska B1

Gen Mariana Langiewicza A3 Marcina Borelowskiego B2 Warzywna D3

Grodzisko C3 Marii Konopnickiej B1 Wiadukt Slaski A2 B2

Grunwaldzka C2 Marszalkowska B1 Wierzbowa D3

Henryka Siemiradzkiego D2 Mikalaja Kopernika B2 C2 Wincentego Pola A4

Hetmanska B3 B4 Mikolaja Reja A1 Wladyslawa Reymonta A1 B1

Husarska C1 Mjr Waclawa Kopisto C4 D4 Zagloby D3

J Chelmonskiego A2 Mochnackiego B3 Zamkova B3

Jagiellonska B3 Muzeum Lowiectwa A2 B2 Zeromskiego C2

Jana III Sobieskiego B2 C2 Obszar Kolei D1 Zoi Chrzanowskiej A3 A4 B4

Jana Kochanowskiego C1 D1 Partyzantów C1 Zygmuntowska B3

Jana Matejki B2 C2
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